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Dear Brother Chalk:

As you know, the last few months have been eventful ones in the history of campus work among Churches of Christ. At present, the precise course which we will take in the future seems very much in question. Everyone seems to agree that the Gospel must be carried to the campus—but the methods remain in dispute.

CAMPUS JOURNAL is distributed by about fifty campus ministries throughout the country (total circulation 12,000). We would like to use this publication as a forum for discussing the future of campus work. We are planning a special Fall issue on the theme "The Future of the Campus Ministry—Where Do We Go From Here?"

We have selected a small group of persons whose thoughts on this question would be particularly significant and are asking each of them to write an article of 750-1000 words for the special issue. Each article will simply be an informal personal statement on "The Future of the Campus Ministry". The article should discuss what the future should be, and what in fact it will be.

We believe this issue will be a significant document and we would particularly like to have your contribution to it. We are a bit rushed for time. The article should reach us by September 1 at the latest. Please take a moment to let us know if you can accept this assignment.

Sincerely,

Dr. John F. Wilson
Co-Editor

Enclosed card returned 8/13/70
Assignment accepted.
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